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EDITORIAL:  
 
OH, THE PLACES I'VE BEEN 
 
Marion and I were having breakfast in the sunshine 
(remember sunshine?) in the courtyard of a 
wonderful Café called Bon Ton’s in Old Colorado 
City. It was the 4

th
 of July and everyone was being 

very nice to us. I guess they must have forgiven us 
now? We’d been on a busy sightseeing trip and were 
just winding down before facing the journey home 
next day.  
The café menu was in the form of a newspaper and 
the editor, Bill Crowley* also likes to travel:-  
 
“I have been in many places, but I've never been in 
Cahoots. Apparently, you can't go alone. You have to 
be in Cahoots with someone.  
I've also never been in Cognito. I hear no one recog-
nizes you there.  
I have, however, been in Sane. They don't have an 
airport; you have to be driven there. I have made 
several trips there, thanks to my friends, family and 
work.  
I would like to go to Conclusions, but you have to 
jump, and I'm not too much on physical activity 
anymore.  
I have also been in Doubt. That is a sad place to go, 
and I try not to visit there too often.  
I've been in Flexible, but only when it was very 
important to stand firm.  
Sometimes I'm in Capable, and I go there more often 
as I'm getting older.  
One of my favorite places to be is in Suspense! It 
really gets the adrenaline flowing and pumps up the 
old heart! At my age, I need all the stimuli I can get!  
I may have been in Continent, but I don't remember 
what country I was in. I guess it's an age thing!!!  
No travel agent is required for these trips ... you can 
do them all on your own”. 

 
There’s more fall-out from my holiday. Take a look at 
“Travellers Tales” 

 
*Visit Bill’s website www.caricaturesamerica.com  
 

Dave Gibbard, Editor 
 

Here’s a message from the webmaster. He is looking 
for people to send him projects to post on the web. 
These can be of anything from spindle/bowl/segment 
projects or tools/jigs etc. See the following link: 
 http://hants-woodturners-hwa.co.uk/try-yourself/ 
These can be from demonstrations you’ve seen as 
well as your own ideas. 
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REPORTS OF HWA MEETINGS & EVENTS 

 

18 June – What’s in my Shed? and 
 Making Seed Pots 
Keith Barnes presented another insight into the 
workshops of several members who were on hand 
to talk about them.  
 
Pete Willcocks – discussed his shed – a well 
stocked shed – highlighting that most of his ideas 
come other members.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
He demonstrated an innovation that he had applied 
to his Nova dvp xp lathe – which was to glue a ring 
around the start button to remove the situation 
where he was turning on his lathe by accident (while 
changing chucks). Pete uses the Robert Sorby 
ProEdge sharpening system, he highlights it is very 
good for repeating the same grind on his tools. 
 

Lynda Barkaway – 
starting turning in 1970, 
she is a careful turner. 
She has a Vicmarc lathe, 
her innovation idea is a 
toolrest that is situated on 
the end of the lathe, this 
helps keep her 
organised.Lynda has built 
a homemade extractor 
system using drainpipes 
from B&Q and an 
axminster extracter. 

 Lynda’s wood store rivals a small shop that she is 
working her way through. 

Bob Mcfarland – Bob has designed & built his own 
workshop. He has a German designed Lathe, with a 
Camvac that is plumbed in from the outside. Bob 
has an impressive collection of tools and is a self 
confessed collector of tools. He has created an 
individually switched lighting system to save power 
and create light where it is needed. His wall to wall 
drawer system houses a collection of screws, bolts, 
allen keys, drill bits etc rivals his tool collection. 

Bob also built a 
woodstore on 
the outside of 
the workshop, 
this is used for 
seasoning 
wood and 
storing part 
turned pieces to 
see how they 
develop.  
 

Denis Hilditch – has an interesting workshop. It has 
no windows, but rather a clear roof made up of prisms 
to refract the light into the workshop from all angles. 
His Poolewood lathe has an innovation with a light pull 
switch rigged up as trip wire that can be used to cut 
the power with your feet. Denis also has made u-
shaped tool rest – originally created for vase turning, 
but also used for natural edged bowls as in this 
picture.  

Denis has 
placed a 
microlene air 
filter above his 
lathe for 
maximum 
effect. He has 
also re-used a 
filing cabinet as 
a tool store 
with additional 
homemade 
slide shelves 

Alan Sturgess – Alan has one of the first variable 
speed lathes. Alan also has a Vicmarc with a full 
length cut off trip switch. He keeps all his tools and 
chucks in a single corner. Alan has an interesting 
innovation which is a blind that it attached to the 
ceiling, this can be pulled down to stop woodchips 
covering the whole workshop. 
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A third of Bob Hope’s 
workshop is taken up 
by the woodstore. He 
has a multipurpose 
machine in the centre 
of the workshop which 
is a lathe, drill press, 
milling machine, 
bandsaw and disc 
sander. He has a 
Oneway lathe which is 
set up with a remote 
on the tailstock that 
duplicates the main 
controls. He has built 
homemade jigs for 
segmented turning 
(cutting and sanding). 
Another innovation is Bob’s homemade steambox 
and brace for bending wood, made from an old beer 
barrel and gas cylinder, funnelling the steam into a 
plywood box. 
 

Alan Sturgess – Demonstration – paper 
seed pot maker. 
Alan has adapted a design which he saw many 
years ago in a show. The website has a link for  
instructions to make this great gift idea.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Alan turned the pot maker out of Ash, showing us 
the turning of the “dolly” first. This was achieved 
using a roughing and spindle gouge and detailing 
with a beading tool. This was sanded and finished 
with oil and wax. He then moved onto the “former” 
base that the dolly sits into. 
The base is a cylinder with a ring out in the top, 
creating a doughnut shape with a post that fits into 
bottom of the dolly. Alan used the Gary Rance box 
skew chisel to create this doughnut. Alan 
highlighted the need to remove the shape edges 
from the base as this will cause the paper to rip. 
 
Many thanks to Bob Mcfarland for doing the gallery 
critique. 

 Phil Bristow  

2 July – Mark Hancock – 3 Legged vessel  
 
Mark’s demonstation was to create a three legged 
vessel out of apple. This is great for a demo as it 
showed hollowing, carving, painting and gilding. 
Mark highlighted the importance of wearing a 
facemask – safety first. 
Mark first put the piece of wood “parallel grain” 
between centres and using a bowl gouge created the 
rough shape of the vessel. Also Mark created a spigot 
for holding the vessel for the next stage. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mark mounted the piece of wood into the chuck and 
refined the shape using a bowl gouge and then a 
cabinet scraper. Mark highlighted that he uses a 
cabinet scraper as it gives him more freedom to create 
the shape without the need for a toolrest. The scraper 
must be used in a trailing fashion in relation to rotation. 
He highlighted this is great for getting rid of the 
“pimple” in the bottom of hollow forms and bases as 
well. Once the basic shape has been formed on the 
outside, Mark turned to the inside. 

First he bored a depth 
hole using a tool 
called a spoon bit 
borer (made in 
Germany, where the 
“Spoon” on the head 
is tapered so as not to 
catch in the hole).  

This tool is not made anymore as it needs to be 
handmade (not cost effective). 
He used a Munro hollowing tool to remove the waste. 
He gave us his advice about hollowing, instead of 
using a sweeping cut, he recommends taking the 
waste out in layers, keeping the bulk of the wood at the 
base and only taking out when it is needed to be 
removed. This is to give the vessel/walls as much 
support as possible for as long as possible. 
Once the inside of the vessel was finished, Mark 
reversed the piece and started to remove the spigot 
and created a “bowl” shape in the base to create the 
shape that would become the legs. This was achieved 
using a bowl gouge and then the munro hollowing tool 
to reduce the thickness of the wall. 
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Mark wanted to follow the curve of the outside of 
the vessel through the legs and round to the base, 
He used a flexible profile/contour tool to test 
whether the curve flowed through smoothly. 
The next step was to remove the walls of the base 
to create the legs, an odd number is always more 
pleasing on the eye.  

Mark used a 
Japanese trim 
saw (cuts on 
the pull stroke). 
The base was 
cleaned up with 
a rasp. 

 
 
Once the vessel had been cleaned up, Mark 
wanted to ebonise it. To do this he used a type of 
gas called “MAPP”. It burns at a much higher rate 
than butane or propane. This ebonizes without 
stressing the wood (causing the wood to crack). 
Once the wood is burnt, it was sprayed with water 
to extinguish any embers and then the burnt area 
was polished. 
To turn a 
scroll chuck 
into an 
eccentric 
chuck with 
about a 4mm 
gap, take out 
the chuck jaws 
and re-
sequence the 
jaws to 1, 3, 4 
& 2.  
This displaces jaw 2. This technique allowed partial 
grooves to be cut into the wall of the vessel. 
 
Finally Mark gave a quick advice about gilding. He 
stated you must always put a base coat of red 
acrylic paint. And then the water based gilding 
glue/size (watered down PVA glue). For the easiest 
results use gold leaf transfers and then a brush to 
move the gold leaf around. 

Phil Bristow 
 

13 August – Turn-in with Chris Davey, Mike 
Haselden and Alan Sturgess 
 
We struggled a bit in recent years with turn-ins but 
this was the second this year and, like the first, 
proved very popular. 3 Club members, Alan 
Sturgess, Mike Haseleden and Chris Davey were 
performing. 

Alan was making goblets 
and several members 
had a go at various 
stages. He brought 3 
very nice goblets along 
for the gallery table as 
examples including one 
with a twist stem and 
another with a captive 
ring. 

 
Mike’s subject was 
napkin rings and, again 
attracted an interested 
audience. I liked his 
wooden finger saver for 
sanding inside the rings 
with an adjustable 
Velcro tip to hold strips 
of sanding cloth. It 
prompted a lot of wise-
after-the-event nodding 
from members who 
displayed evidence of 
various finger injuries. 
As Mike said, poking 
your finger in a hole may 
come naturally but is 
perhaps not a good idea 
when it is revolving.    

 
 
Chris was, demonstrating his speciality lace bobbins 
on his treadle lathe. He brought along his impressive 
display of samples and his renowned knowledge of the 
great regional variety of designs. As you may know, his 
wife is a skilled lace maker and Chris is kept busy 
making bobbins by her and her chums. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Continued…. 
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13 August Turn-in continued… 
The members’ gallery featured some nice work. I’ve 
already mentioned Alan’s goblets. I’d also like to 
say how good it is to see items from novices on the 
table.  
2 items prompted much debate among members – 
Mike Haselden’s spiral “cage” containing 3 balls 
was a very nice piece of work and caused 
speculation as to how the balls got in there. Mike 
finally confessed that they were not turned in situ 
and referred members to the method used by Dave 
Springett for his arrow through a heart.  

 
The other was Geoff Spierling’s segmented vessel and 
the painstaking effort that obviously went into it Geoff 
is someone who would be interested in the work I saw 
in USA – see the “Travellers’ Tales” article.  
I’d also like to mention Jean Turner’s beautiful 
eucalyptus burr bowl with nicely undercut rim. 
Thanks to Roy Nailor for doing the critique. Remember 
all the gallery items can be seen on the website. 
 

Dave Gibbard 

 

OUTREACH EVENTS 
New Outreach Manager 
Having looked after our “outreach” programme 
since the lottery award, Chris West stood down 
earlier this year. We are delighted to welcome 
Pierre Baumann to the committee to take over the 
organising of our activities. That doesn’t mean he is 
going to do them all of course and he needs your 
help: 
Any member who knows of an event or is 
approached about HWA taking part in one in the 
general community should refer it to Pierre.  
Pierre will also compile a list of members prepared 
to help at such events, so if you’d like to help, let 
him know. To give you a flavour, here’s Geoff 
Spierling’s report about the fun to be had at Kilham 
Lane.   

 
Kilham Lane, Winchester 
30th June 2012 

 
I arrived 10:30hrs to a site deserted except for a 
few tents/marquees part erected.  Soon David 
Hoskins  (chairman of the KLWD) came and a little 
while later people, to my relief, started to assemble 
all the marquees and tents. To my delight the tea 
tent was first.  
The wind was quite strong but bright and sunny. 
Soon Pierre Baumann appeared and we had a cup 
of tea and started to assemble our lathes and 
equipment. Once we had completed this task we 
stopped and had another cup of tea. 

Soon after Ron Broadway came and we started to 
demonstrate our turning. Carrier bag handles from 
Ron, spinning tops from Pierre and rattles from me. 
Lunch was given to us by the Greatest Lady I have 
ever met. Burgers, sausages in rolls, salad and cake 
for afters. 
After lunch the word got out so Pierre and I ended up 
turning out tops and rattles as fast as we could.  All in 
all the day went very well and we sold a few items. 
 

 
Pierre at 
the HWA 
lathe at 
Kilham 
Lane party. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

The Party was well attended by the locals and a few 
club members.  
Just after lunch a talent contest took place. A young 
lady of about 12 years sung some very nice songs and 
a young man (I think) took to the tom toms and beat 
out a stunning piece. 
In the raffle, Ron and I both won bottles of wine, 
nothing for Pierre. 
We packed up at 16:30 and I had a very welcome pint 
of beer. 

Geoff Spierling 

 
COMING EVENTS 

3rd September - Dennis Keeling 
 Turner of segmented work.  

1st October  
Club Challenge and Southern Power Tools 
Following the interest in the January Turn-in, the challenge   
will be a choice of the following :- 
  -a wet-turned item preferably with some bark retained. 
  -an item incorporating spiral(s) or twist(s) 
  -an item made using off centre turning. 

 
5th November  
Showtime with Les Thorne.  

 
Expect fireworks? 
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TRAVELLERS TALES 
 

Marion and I had been thinking about this trip for 

some time and decided to go while we were still 

capable. We wanted to see Yellowstone National 

Park in Wyoming and our route took in the Grand 

Teton Mountains and Bryce Canyon as well. 

Yellowstone was fantastic but after a while one 

geyser begins to look like another and when the 

bison herd deemed to let us pass we moved south. 

It got hotter and we had to dodge some serious 

forest fires. How they’d have loved some of the rain 

the UK has been suffering.   

 

We stayed for a few nights in the attractive town of 

Durango, Colorado and I stumbled across some 

interesting segmented turned work in 2 of the 

galleries which abound there. I don’t do much 

segmented work but I know some of you do and 

thought this would be of interest.  

 

The first gallery was called Toh-Atin and started out 

in 1957 trading Navajo Rugs. It now deals in all 

types of Native American and South West USA art. 

 

 They had some 

colourful segmented 

bowls and vases by 

Stephen Lewis, 

(examples pictured, 

left) inspired by some 

of the traditional 

patterns used by the 

native people of the 

area. Stephen is 52, 

lives in the area and 

works as a mental 

health counsellor and 

relaxes by mountain 

biking in that wonderful 

scenery and, of 

course, woodworking.  

 

 

I found some more turned wood in the Sorrel Sky 

Gallery, again segmented work, this time by Glen 

Crandall. Glen has made his home in Aztec, New 

Mexico and the influence on his work is clear. Glen’s 

designs honour the historic and pre-historic Puebloan 

artists who made fascinating designs found on Native 

American pottery in the Southwest. Most pieces take 

about 40 to 60 hours of shop time, but the more 

complex patterns can take twice as long. Glen’s pots 

consist of 150 to 500 individual pieces of wood. 

Generally the more colourful woods are used for the 

designs while the more common woods are used for 

the body of the pot. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These bowls by Greg 

are based on maple with 

walnut, cherry and holly 

inlays.  

 

 

You might like to visit the websites of the galleries. I 

have been in contact with them and the turners since I 

returned and if anyone has any questions and would 

like to make contact I’d be happy to pass them on. 

 

Dave Gibbard 
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                Keith.HWA@mypostoffice.co.uk 

 

  You would have missed seeing Harry Woolhead in 

the Novices corner at the last couple of meetings. 

Harry has been taken ill with severe neck and 

shoulder pains to the extent Harry has to take very 

strong medication to ease the pain.  

Until the doctors can diagnose and treat the problem 

Harry is unable to drive his car or sit for any length 

of time.  
 

We wish Harry a speedy recovery and look forward 

to seeing him again in the very near future.  

 

Until Harry’s return please keep bringing your 

turned items in on club nights. We will have a 

member available who can answer your questions or 

help solve your turning problems. 
 

BANDSAWS  
When using your Band saw for the first time or after 

fitting a new blade/band* to your machine did the 

cut veer to one side?  

You checked the top and bottom guides and have 

checked the blade/band tension and still the cut goes 

off line. 

Well you are not alone. Many woodworkers at some 

time or other have had the same problem. The most 

likely cause is the set to the teeth of the blade/band, 

they are non-existent or only formed on one side. 

It’s not uncommon for a blade/band manufacturer to 

send out new blades/bands with no set on the teeth. 

If questioned they will probably say it never happen 

before, yes we have heard it all before. 

The set is there to give the blade/band clearance.  

The sharpness of the teeth cuts the material you are 

working with. 

So next time you fit a new blade/band to your Band 

saw and the cut wanders across your work check that 

the teeth have a set to both sides of the blade/band. 

 

* I have used the terminology blade/band as some 

manufactures of Bandsaws use the words, “saw 

blade” other use “cutting band” namely the 

American.  

    So not to confuse the issue I have used both. 
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Some other causes worth checking out that could 

allow blades/bands to wander are … 

1.  Top and bottom guides too far away from the 

blade/band or they are loose. 

2.  Blade/band not tensioned correctly. 

3.  Incorrect width or type of blade/band is fitted.  

4.  Saw blade/ band fence guard not adjusted down 

close to the material. 

5.  Drive belt is too slack. 

6.  Build-up of dust in the internal areas of the 

machine. (If possible connect up to a dust extractor) 

7.  The blade/band is clogged up or blunt. 

8.  Material is being pushed too fast through the saw 

blade/band. 

It also helps to lubricate the blade/band with candle 

wax to help prevent jamming. This must be carried 

out with great caution. Please don’t hold me 

responsible for loss or cut fingers.  

 

If you know of any more causes or you believe that 

my information is not correct.   

Please let me know.  

 

Here’s one, Keith. If you are regularly cutting round 

blanks, asymmetrical wear will occur to the blade. 

Some people insist that blanks should be cut into 

octagons using straight cuts. 

Editor  

SAFETY WITH BANDSAWS 

When cutting round items with a Band saw such as 

logs etc, always chock the item up or use a jig to 

prevent it from revolving or jamming up when it 

touches the blade/band. 

Use a pushing stick to push items through the saw. 

When cutting small segments or small pieces of 

material on a band saw of any other type of high 

speed saw you must use some form of holding down 

device to apply pressure to the item. This helps to 

prevent it jamming, cutting your fingers or flying up 

into your face.  

Have plenty of light so you can see what you are 

doing.  

 

CHUCKING WOOD by MIKE PEACE 

A very informative video for using and making 

chucks can be found on “YOU TUBE” Mike Peace 

talks and demonstrates on  holding your work with 

live and revolving centres, face plate,  friction,  jam, 

donuts, screw, collect and vacuum chucks. 

 The best part of the video is how to make your own, 

and it is all for free.   
   

  

 



 
 
Hi, All. 
Mike Haselden, one of our most respected club 
members has sent this article in:- 
 
Whenever turning a bowl, platter or indeed anything 
requiring a chucking spigot, it is a good idea to create 
a witness mark on the centre of the spigot with the 
revolving centre or the point of a skew. 
 However, if like me you sometimes forget , then when 
the turned item needs reversing on a disk, dolly or 
vacuum chuck to remove the ugly spigot and form a 
nice footing, you will miss that all important centre. 
This is what I do.  
Take an off-cut of plywood about 3x8x8 mm and stick it 
on the centre of the spigot with masking tape. 
Place the turned item on the lathe with your choice of 
drive and bring the tailstock with revolving centre and 
pinch it into the centre of the plywood square.  
Adjust the pressure on the tailstock and rip off the 
masking tape. Now turn the item by hand and nudge it 
to find its turning centre. 
 It may help to bring the tool rest close to the turned 
item as a visual aid to adjust for concentricity.  
When the item is tuning perfectly, run a spot of CA 
glue behind the plywood and allow for drying time. 
Do a final safety check and you know what to do next.  

  
Thanks Mike, 
 How about some of you other turners out there 
sending in your articles as Mike has done? 
                                                                                                                                         
Fixings 
Do you use a lot of counter sunk woodscrews?  
Excess, the discount shop at West End near 
Southampton keeps them loose and sells them by 
weight. They keep a good range in stock and their 
price against the DIY stores is amazing, they also 
have a good range of basic tools at very keen prices. 
It is worth a visit when you are in the area.  
I will be most surprised if you come out of the shop 
empty handed.  
The only problem with them is their type of stock is 
always changing. 
 
Inspiration  
If like me you have difficulties with designs for your 
turning and need some inspiration, log on to Moorcroft 
web site and view their POTTERY gallery.  
For £5.00 Moorcroft will send you their catalogue. 
Details can be obtained from their web site, or if you 
know of a shop that sells their products you may be 
able to get one F.O.C. that’s if you ask the assistant 
nicely. Like I did.      

   Do you sell your work? 

Do you get a warm glow when someone likes your 
work enough to buy it .You may turn items to sell at a 
craft show or better still have an outlet that will sell 
your items for you on a sell or return basis. 
But how do you price your work? You don’t want to 
lose money on the items you make i.e., it cost more to 
produce than the money you receive in selling them. 
Talking to a wood turner at a craft fair during a recent 
holiday he told me his way.  
He said you need three figures.  
1. Cost per hour to run your workshop, this to include 
electricity to run your machines and lighting, 
deprivation of equipment, replacement parts such as 
band saw blades, chisels, etc and insurance if you 
have any. 
2. Cost of raw material such as the timber you have 
used, abrasive paper, finishing products like sanding 
sealer, oils and polishes. 
3. And finally the amount you would like to earn per 
hour.  
When you think £8.50 is around the basic hourly rate 
these days. 
You may say that making the items is your hobby, but 
if you are selling to the public then it is more than just a 
hobby. 
If you sell to a shop they will mark the item up to cover 
their cost and to make a profit this could easily be an 
increase of 100% on your price to them.  
If you sell at a craft fair you need to increase your price 
to include the entrance fee to the fair and your travel 
expenses.  
But your first priority before you sell any item is that it 
must be of the highest standard and which you are 
proud to sell. 
Most professional turners earn their money by taking 
on commission work, teaching and demonstrations 
they also make CDs and write books on the subject 
they don’t normally wish to make the odd item for Joe 
Public or stand around at a craft fair for a day. Time is 
money to a professional. 
 
Olympics 
 By the time you read this the London 2012 Olympic 
Games will all be over and the television channels 
back to normal. 
I was thinking, how would the UK perform if we had an 
Olympic Wood Turning team? 
 I don’t think we would be in the first 3 places for 
medals, that is if the magazines / internet are anything 
to go by. If I were a betting man I would put my money 
on the USA to win Gold, New Zealand Silver, Canada 
Bronze, 4

th
 U.K. with a close  Australia 5

th
 followed by 

Germany in 6
th
 place. 

    Controversial or What? 
Happy turning -Keith Barnes 

Keith.hwa@mypostoffice.co.uk 
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MINSTEAD TRAINING PROJECT APPEAL 
 

The Minstead Training 
Project provides 
residential and day care 
and training in Work, Life 
and Social Skills to 
adults who have learning 
disabilities. The project 
has earned a reputation 
for a unique style of high 
quality care, commitment 
and excellence. 
The aims are to enhance 
the students' quality of 
life by developing their 
maturity, self-respect and 
independence and giving 
them opportunities to 
achieve new skills and 
meet new challenges in 
all areas of their life. 
Activities include gardening, art and craft, 
woodworking, pottery, rural studies and animal 
husbandry. 
 
HWA have had an appeal from the Project to help in 
their woodwork shop with some woodturning 
instruction. Alan Sturgess and I visited Minstead 
Lodge to assess what is needed and how we might 
be able to help. 
 
One woman runs the woodwork shop assisted by 2 
part time volunteers with no turning experience 
between them. She would like to include 
woodturning in the curriculum, but needs some 
expertise and assistance with instructing students.  
Overall, the shop is tidy and fairly well equipped 
including a plumbed-in extractor system. On the 
turning side, they have 2 bench lathes, a Record 
DML24 and New Tool Basic, but few hand tools (2 
starter sets of scrapers, a skew and largish spindle 
gouge) and no chucks. 
There’s a 5” grinder but only course wheels and a 
wet grinder, a band saw and a bench pillar drill. 
Money is always tight but funds are available to buy 
some more tools. However, donations of tools would  
be welcome.  

Students attending the wood workshop number 
about 8 and they tend to come on the same day(s) 
of the week. They are not allowed to use the power 
equipment unsupervised 
 
We thought we’d need about 8 trainers, each 
donating say half a day (10am to 1pm with coffee 
break and afternoon 2pm to 4pm). We would be 
looking for a commitment of about a year. There’s 
no pay but a small contribution to travelling 
expenses can be claimed. 
Anyone volunteering would need to have a CRB 
check done which Minstead would arrange and pay 
for. Volunteers would be covered by the Project’s 
insurance whilst working there. 
 
We thought we’d have simple projects written up 
with a specified procedure so that a substitute 
trainer could pick up where another left off. I should 
stress that we are only likely to achieve modest 
results so in our tutors we are looking for basic 
skills, safety and patience rather than expert turning 
ability. 
 
Take a look at www.minsteadtrainingproject.org and 
let me know if you’d like to help. 

Dave Gibbard 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

     Students in the woodworking shop 
 

  
MEMBERSHIP 

With a few people not renewing their subscription (as usual), membership now stands at 83.  
Recorded attendance remains quite high at 56 (May), 41 (June), 53 (July) and 51 (August). Very good 
for summer months and almost certainly even these numbers probably under-state the attendance 
because of early and back door arrivals. Remember to sign in if you are one of them. 
 
We’ve had some new members too. Please welcome:- 
Richard Bray from Gosport.  
Keith Cooper. From Winchester,  
Michael Woodhouse from Eastleigh 
Robert Pearce from Totton 

Denis C Hilditch, Membership secretary. 

 
Minstead Lodge,  
home of the Training Project 

 

http://www.minsteadtrainingproject.org/


 
 

Countess Mountbatten Hospice.  
HWA Charity Update 
 

I’m sure you will 
remember that the 
charity HWA 
supported last year 
was the Countess 
Mountbatten 
Hospice. 
I thought you’d like 
to have an update on 
the funds they raised 
from our efforts.  

 
 They made £404.55p from the turnings that we 
donated and cash collected.  
 
They also mentioned that some time later this 
year or early next year they intend to hold what 
they called a 'Feel Good Fete' and wondered if 
we could provide some turned items just for 
display to demonstrate the feel and beauty of 
wood. I said I thought we could oblige but will 
need good notice. If anyone is prepared to loan 
a nice piece of work for the fete, please let me 
know and I’ll make arrangements for collection. 

 
  Denis Hilditch.  

 
Well, I must say I’m most impressed by the precision 
of their accounting! 
 
You can put me down to loan something for the fete, 
Denis. 
 
We gave our charitable efforts a rest because after 
several years on the trot we struggled to get enough 
support. So now you are all rested, does anyone 
have any suggestions about whether we should have 
a new campaign and if so, what charity should we 
help? 
 
Ideal candidates are charities which are local 
(remember the phenomenally successful Naomi 
House “Light up a Life”?), have some connection or 
relevance to members (like the prostate cancer 
charity PCASO to which we donated after George 
Gale died) or have a project that fits our activities 
(like turning items from offcuts from the training ship  
built by the Jubilee Sailing Trust).  
The charity should have fund raising activities like 
shops or fetes etc to enable them to turn our 
contributed items into cash. 
 

 – Editor  
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From time to time HWA gets enquiries generally via the website from people wanting 
something made. There was some discussion in committee about how to handle these 
requests. Surrey Association for example has a register of members interested in 
quoting for doing such work. We decided against this because of the work involved in 
selecting members for the list and the implied approval of the turners. So we decided we 
would maybe ask a few questions of the enquirer to define what is wanted and then, if it 
still seems viable, circulate the enquiry to the members by Email for them to make offers 
without the Club endorsing the turner or the work.  
 
There was a suggestion that the enquiries should be passed on to “professional” 
members but they are generally interesting little jobs with little or no money in them. 
Besides we have very few professionals and they would get the enquiries anyway under 
the proposed procedure.  
This approach has been tried and has worked quite well on a number of occasions, the 
most recent being for Clive Wilkin of City of Portsmouth Preserved Transport Depot who 
wanted someone to turn a light fitting for one of their preserved buses. Keith Barnes took 
up the challenge and made 2 from oak. Being a charity he made no charge. 
Clive sent me a message thanking Keith and HWA for our help and offering a photo 
when the base is installed. 
 

Dave Gibbard, Editor 
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